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ABSTRACT
Virtualization technology has been applied to universities with computer study programs to support practicum in
Network Management courses. Each user gets a Virtual Private Server (VPS) with container technology. VPS
system that is prepared manually requires a long time, especially when the number of users is increasing. The
activity repeats every semester so it becomes ineffective and inefficient. Application of automation using Ansible can
help to manage VPS objects in the Promox Virtual Environment (PVE) Cluster dynamically. Network Development
Life Cycle (NDLC) was used as a method in this study. The design of the VPS management automation system
created supports the grouping of container, user and permission resource management for users. The design is
implemented in Ansible Playbook. The test results show the average time of making VPS objects per student with an
automation system 2 (two) times faster, that is 26.25 seconds compared to the old system which takes 2 minutes 15
seconds. Besides that, the Playbook that was created succeeded in automating the start and stop containers per
group of students based on the practicum schedule dynamically so as to maintain the availability of services from
the PVE Cluster.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization technology has been
implemented by universities with computer
study program to support practical learning.
Universitas Bumigora is one of universities
which has been implemented a virtualizationbased practical learning media innovation built
using PVE [1]. Each users acquires a Virtual
Private Server (VPS) with a container
technology to support practicum activities of
network Management (NM). VPS is a virtual
server that can run various operating and
accepted by the user as a dedicated or private
server making it possible to control hardware
and soft on instances of the operating system
[2]. The PVE-based virtual laboratory has also
been used by STMIK to implement the network
and Server management practicum [3].
Simply, there are 3 (three) steps that the
administrator must take before the user can use
the VPS to create containers, account for
authentication and set permissions. If these three
stages are done manually via the Web GUI of
PVE then it takes an average time of 2 minutes
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15 seconds per users. Manually setting up VPS
and systems becomes ineffective and inefficient
when the number of VPS users get more and the
activity is repeated in every semester.
Ansible is an information technology
automation tool used for configuration
management Application and orchestration as
well as agentless [4]. The automation feature
developed are creation and deletion of VPS
related objects dynamically based on user data
that classified into 3 (three) students, lecturers
and assistants. In addition, there is a grouping
container feature based on user practicum group
and scheduling to run (start) and stop the
container per student practicum group.
The benefits of VPS management
automation with Ansible administrators can
manage good container services, account
authentication and permissions more effectively
and efficiently. Container grouping in
accordance with the practicum group. This is as
the impact of the automation related to the
container that is started and is stopped
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dynamically based on the practicum schedule of
each user group per week.

VPS management automation system and the
design of IP addressing as well as the hardware
and software requirements. Figure 2 shows the
trial network design used in this study. In trial
network design, it shows there are 2 (two)
subnets, namely the subnet server and the subnet
of the laboratory (lab) computer network. The
two subnets are connected using a gateway
router so that between subnets are able to
communicate and connect to the Internet. On the
subnet server there are 3 (three) servers, namely
Ansible Control Machine, PVE1 and PVE2 that
are connected to the sw_server switch. PVE1
and PVE2 servers are installed with the PVE
hypervisor and in clusters with the name
"bumigora". Whereas in Communication
networking laboratory there are 26 (twenty six)
Personal Computers (PCs) that function as
clients connected to the switch sw
communication networking laboratory. Students
and lecturers use the computer client to access
the VPS generated by the Ansible-based
automation system so that the practicum
activities of the Management networking course
can run.

II. METHODOLOGY
This study uses Network Development Life
Cycle (NDLC) method. NDLC consists of 6
(six) stages including analysis, design,
simulation
prototyping,
implementation,
monitoring and management, as shown in Figure
1 [5].

Figure 1. Network Development Life Cycle [5]
Researcher only uses three stages in NLDC,
namely analysis, design and simulation
prototyping.
2.1. Step of Analysis
At this step, identifying of user passion is
based on the results of needs and problems
analysis obtained from data collection [5].
Observation, interview and documentation are 3
(three) data collection techniques used. Based on
the analysis of data that has been collected the
result obtained that the administrator prepared
the VPS of each user manually using the Web
GUI from PVE. Problems emerge when
administrators had to prepare VPS for many
users at one time. These activities did repeatedly
in each semester so that it becomes ineffective
and inefficient. This prompted researchers to
implement automation of VPS configuration
management using Ansible.
2.2. Step of Design
This stage consists of 4 (four) parts, namely
the design of the test network, the design of the
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The design of the VPS management
automation system that was built, as shown in
Figure 3. The administrator created an Playbook.
Playbook is a file that is written using the
YAML format and contains a sequence of tasks
related to the module to be executed [6]. AAE
consists of inventory, modules and plugins [7].
The inventory accommodate the Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses of 2 (two) PVE servers,
namely 172.16.0.11 for pve1 and 172.16.0.12
for pve2 incorporated in the Bumigora Cluster
PVE.
This automation system uses the Comma
Separated Values (CSV) file format in storing
data related to the division of practicum groups
for students, lecturers and assistants. There are
93 students data that are automated by making
their VPS and divided into 4 (four) practicum
groups namely A, B, C and D Preview of
Student data with information on Student
Identification Number (NIM), Student Name,
Group stored in the group-lab-student.csv file, as
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Network Design

Figure 3. Automatic VPS Management System Design
The first line in the file is a title of column of
student data separated by commas. The lecturer
data is stored in the lecturer-grouppracticum.csv file which contains information
related to the National Lecturer Identification
Number (NIDN), the names and practicum
groups that are taught, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Preview Content of CSV File Data
on Student Practicum Group
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Figure 5. Contents of CSV File for Practicum
Group Lecturers
The first line in the file is also a title of column .
While the score in the group column are
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separated using hyphen marks (-) per practicum
group. Whereas practicum assistant data is
stored in the assistant-group-lab.csv file
containing information related to Employee
Identification Number (NIK), names and
practicum groups of each assistant, as shown in
Figure 6.

schedule-practicum.csv file. The file contains
information related to the practicum group
name, day and time practicum takes place, as
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Contents of the CSV File Practicum
Assistant Group
The first line in the file is also a title of column.
Score in the group column are also separated
using hyphen marks (-) for each practicum
group.
The design of resource management in the
PVE Cluster of Bumigora consists of eight
stages. The first and second stages are
dynamically creating a pool and group in
accordance with the name of the student
practicum group contained in the grouppracticum-student file. Pool is used to group
containers allocated to each student according to
the practicum group. Likewise for each lecturer
using the DOSEN-NIDN naming convention
based on the data in the lecturer-grouppracticum.csv file and assistant with the
ASISTEN-NIDN naming convention based on
the data in the assistant-group-practicum.csv
file. While groups are used to classify student
data by name in accordance with student
practicum groups. The third step is to make
containers on each server. The fourth step is to
add Container Identification (CT ID) as a
member of the practicum pool. The fifth step is
to add CT ID to High Availability (HA)
Resources to support live migration so that
containers can be moved between servers when
running [8]. The sixth step is to create a user to
authenticate login to PVE with the realm type of
PVE Authentication. The seventh step is to
create permissions so that each user can manage
containers independently. Besides that, lecturers
and assistants also do permission settings so
they can manage containers and help reset
student passwords. The eighth stage is to make
scheduling related to start and stop containers of
each practicum group automatically based on the
practicum schedule data per group stored in the
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Figure 7. Contents of CSV File Practicum
Schedule
The first line is also the title of title column.
Time of Practicum consists of opening time
and ending time separated by hyphen (-). The
eight stages are defined in the tasks of Ansible
Playbook to be applied in the PVE Cluster.
The IP address design uses a class B
network address, 172.16.0.0/16, which is
subnetting to produce the 172.16.0.0/24 subnet
address allocated for the subnet server and
172.16.1.0/24 allocated for the subnet of
Communication networking laboratory. The
details of IP address allocation per network
device involved in the trial network design, as
shown in table 1.
Table 1. IP Address Design Per Network
Device
No
.

Device
Name

1.

Router
Gatewa
y

Inter
face

IP
Address

Gate
way

Ether DHCP Client
1
Ether 172.16.0.
2
1/24

-

Ether 172.16.1.
3
0/24

-

2.

Server
ens3
Ansible 3
Control
Machine

172.16.0.
10/24

3.

Server
PVE1

vmbr
0

172.16.0.
11/24

4.

Server

vmbr

172.16.0.

172.1
6.0.1
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PVE2

0

12/24

Client
Lab
Jarkom

Ether DHCP Client
net0

There are five hardware requirements in this
study including (a) 3 PCs functioned as Ansible
Control Machine and PVE servers, (b) 26 PCs as
clients in the communication networking
laboratory, (c) 1 unit of 24 port switches for
network attachments from servers in the subnet
server, (d) 1 unit of 24 port switch and 1 unit of
8 port switch for network attachment from PC in
sub-network of communication networking
laboratory, (e) 1 unit of router as a gateway to
connect Internet connection. While the main
software needed in this study include (a) PVE
version 6.1-3 as a hypervisor of the PVE1 and
PVE2 servers, (b) CentOS 7 (1804) as the
operating system of the Ansible Control
Machine server, (c) Images Container Template
CentOS 7 for making containers in PVE, (d)
Ansible as a configuration management tool, (e)
Putty as a tool to remote access Secure Shell
(SSH), (f) Chrome browser for accessing the
Web Graphical User Interface (GUI) of PVE.
2.3 Simulation of Prototyping Step
The prototyping simulation stage is divided
into 4 (four) parts, i.e. installation and
configuration, making the Ansible Playbook and
testing. The automated trial scenario consists of
6 (six) parts including (a) Creating a pool,
group, container, pool members, HA resources,
users and permissions for students, lecturers &
assistants, (b) Running / stopping containers per
practicum group, (c) Changing user passwords,
(d) Disabling / activating user accounts, (e)
Scheduling management for starting & stopping
containers per student group, (f) Removing all
pools, groups, containers, pool members, HA
Resources, users and permissions from students,
lecturers & assistants.

Figure 8. Results of Ansible Installation
While the footage of the results of the making of
PVE Cluster with the name of the natives, as
shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. Joining Clusters of natives
The cluster has two nodes as members, namely
pve1 & pve2 servers.
3.2. Results of the VPS
Automation Playbook

Management

Snippet results from the program code in the
main.yml file which is the main playbook of the
VPS management automation system, as shown
in Figure 10.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Results of Server
Configuration

Installation

and

A preview of the result of the installation of
Ansible version 2.9.1 on the server that
functions as Ansible Control Machine, as shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 10. Main Playbook Program Code
main.yml
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The first line, sign --- is the beginning of
the YAML document. The second line is the
name used to determine the name of the ansible
playbook in the form of "Virtual Private Server
Management Automation (VPS)". The third line,
namely hosts, is used to determine the execution
location of the task in the form of pve1. The
fourth line, gather_facts, is used to disable the
collection of information related to the remote
pve1 system. The fifth to twenty-third lines are
used to display prompts so that the administrator
can enter the automation operation options that
you want to perform. Lines twenty-fourth to
thirty represent a list of actions or actions to be
executed in accordance with the automation
operation selected by the administrator. The
twenty-fifth row is used to determine the name
of the block. While the twenty-sixth line,
namely block, is used to group logical lists of
actions for 8 (eight) types of automation
operation options.

been built. The first scenario is to provide a
pool, group, container, pool members, HA
resources, users and permissions for students,
lecturers & assistants by typing 2 in the options
menu of the VPS automation playbook. To
measure the creation and deletion time of VPSrelated objects, the playbook file is executed
with an additional time utility so that it becomes
"time ansible-playbook main.yml". Figure 12
shows the final results of the first attempt to
execute the order to create 93 student VPS
objects.

The results of the execution use ansibleplaybook on the main.yaml file, as shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 12. Time of Making VPS for Students
As shown in figure 12, the time needed to
complete the process is 40 minutes 3039
seconds. The experiment was carried out 5 (five)
times both to make and delete.
A sample of the results of making the pool
object for each practicum group of students,
lecturers and assistants, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Pool Making Results
Figure 11. Main Menu of Ansible Playbook
VPS Management Automation

Figure 14 shows the program code snippet in the
playbook file used to create the pool.

There are 8 (eight) VPS automation
management
operation
selection
menus
available. In addition there is an option to exit
by pressing Enter or pressing CTRL + C.
3.3. Results of the Test

Figure 14. Program Code Creating a Pool

There are 6 (six) scenarios carried out to test
the VPS automation system that which have
MATRIK : JURNAL MANAJEMEN,TEKNIK
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The first line of program code is the name
of the task that is "Creating a pool". Whilst the
second to fourth rows are used to do a loop
related to creating a pool if there is a value in the
sf_pools_diff variable. The command module is
used to execute the pvesh utility with an
argument in the form of an API Path which
contains information about the name of the pool
to be created. pvesh is a shell interface for
interacting with the PVE API [9].

swap size, network interface, and the search
domain of the container to be created.

The preview of the pool members'
arrangement result for container grouping for
lecturers with NIDN 0827068001 which has 4
lxc type containers, as shown in Figure 15.

A screenshot of permission settings for the
use of containers with certain access permissions
for students, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Results of User Permission
Settings
As shown on the figure, the two students had a
PVEVM role User on CT ID 106 & 107.
Furthermore, the footage of the results of adding
two containers with ID 100 and 101 into HA.
Resources thus support migration between
servers, as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 15. Results of Pool Members Lecturer
Arrangements
It appears that the lecturer has access permission
to use containers with IDs 108, 109, 110 and
111. While Figure 16 shows the program code
snippet in the playbook file used to make the
container.

Figure 16. Program Code Making a
Container
The second to fourth line is used to make
containers on certain nodes. The command
module is used to execute the pvesh utility with
arguments in the form of an API Path that
contains information related to the vmid
parameter, hostname, password from the root,
the container template used, storage, memory &
MATRIK : JURNAL MANAJEMEN,TEKNIK
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Figure 18. Results of Adding Container to HA
Resources
The second scenario is to run or stop the
containers per practicum group by typing 3 in
the options menu of VPS automation. The code
snippet in the playbook file for the operation, as
shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Program Code Running a
Container
The second to seventh line is used to do a loop
associated with running a container that is a
member of a particular pool. The command
module is used to execute the pvesh utility with
an argument in the form of an API Path which
contains information about the PVE node as the
location of the container and the vmid of the
container to be run.
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The third scenario is to change the user's
password by typing 4 in the options menu of the
VPS automation playbook. The program code
snippet in the playbook file for the operation, as
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Program Code Changing User
Password
The second line in the program code is used to
execute the module command with the argument
from the pvesh utility in the form of an API Path
which contains information about the userid and
the new password of the user.
The fourth scenario is to deactivate or
activate a user account with type 5 in the options
menu of the VPS automation playbook. Tzhe
program code snippet in the playbook file for the
operation, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Program Code Enabling /
Disabling Users
The second to sixth lines in the program code
are used to execute the module command with
an argument from the pvesh utility in the form
of an API Path which contains information
about the userid of the user and a status value of
0 to deactivate or 1 to activate.
The fifth scenario is the management of
scheduling start & stop containers per student
group by typing 8 in the options menu from the
VPS automation playbook. Figure 22 shows the
program code snippet in the playbook file for the
operation. The second to nine lines in the
program code are used to ensure jobs run using
the root user on hours, minutes, days that are
executed using the cron module on localhost
(Ansible Control Machine).
A screenshot of the scheduling results in
the crontab file can be verified using the
"crontab -l" command, as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 22. Program Code Scheduling Start
Container Per Group

Figure 23. Jobs Snippet on Crontab
Seen scheduling for group A practicum where
containers of all students in the group will start
automatically every Tuesday at 8:50 and stop
every Tuesday at 10:30.
The sixth scenario is to delete all pools,
groups, containers, pool members, HA
Resources, users and permissions from students,
lecturers & assistants by typing 7 in the options
menu of the VPS automation playbook. Snippet
of the results of verification of removal of all
VPS-related objects for all users through the
PVE GUI Web, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Deletion of All VPS Related
Objects
Seen all objects in both the PVE1 and PVE2
servers have been successfully deleted. While
Figure 25 shows the program code snippet
contained in the playbook file to delete the
container on a particular PVE node.
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who is in charge of 4 practicum groups is
1.9 minutes based on 5 (five)
experiments, as shown in table 3.
Table 3. Experiment Time of Making lecturer
VPS Objects

Figure 25. Removing the Container Program
Code
The second to fifth lines of the program code are
used to execute module commands with
arguments from the pvesh utility which is in the
form of an API Path to delete containers.

Experiment

Time of Making 93
Lecturer VPS Objects

1

1 minutes 52.960 second

2

1 minutes 57.467 second

3

1 minutes 59.139 second

4

1 minutes 52.040 second

5

2 minutes 0.957 second

3.4. Analysis of Test Results
Based on the trials that have been
conducted, it can be obtained that the results of
the analysis which include:
1. The command module on Ansible is used
to execute the pvesh utility with an
argument in the form of API Path from
the PVE object related to VPS to be
managed.
2. The cron module of Ansible can be used
to automate scheduling related to start and
stop containers periodically based on the
practicum schedule per group.
3. The average time needed to automate the
creation of VPS objects for 93 students is
40.7 minutes based on 5 (five) attempts,
as shown in table 2. Based on the average
time, it can be calculated the time to make
one student VPS object is 40.7 minutes =
2442 seconds / 93 = 26.25 seconds.
Table 2. Experiment Time of Making Student
VPS Objects
Experiment

Time of Making 93
Student VPS Objects

1

40 minutes 3.039 second

2

41 minutes 46.985 second

3

40 minutes 36.792 second

4

40 minutes 21.799 second

5

40 minutes 41.810 second

Average Time

Average Time

1.9 menit

5. The average time needed to automate the
creation of VPS objects for 2 assistants
who provide assistance to 4 practicum
groups is 3 (three) minutes based on 5
(five) attempts, as shown in table 4.
Table 4. Experiment Time of Making
Asisstant VPS Objects
Experiment

Time of Making 93
Asisstant VPS Objects

1

3 minutes 41.845 second

2

3 minutes 51.993 second

3

3 minutes 47.690 second

4

3 minutes 47.437 second

5

3 minutes 56.271 second

Average Time

3 minutes

6. The average time needed to automate the
elimination of all VPS objects for
students, lecturers and students is 6.2
minutes based on 5 (five) attempts, as
shown in table 5.

40.7 minutes

4. The average time needed to automate the
creation of VPS objects for one lecturer
MATRIK : JURNAL MANAJEMEN,TEKNIK
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Table 5. Timing of Deletion of All VPS User
Objects
Time of Deletion of all
user VPS Objects

Experiment
1

7 minutes 28.047 second

2

8 minutes 14.508 second

3

8 minutes 3.344 second

4

7 minutes 28.619 second

5

7 minutes 31.412 second

Average Time

integrates with automation of VLAN
configuration management on switches
and routing on routers.
2. Developing automated assessment of
answers to each student's MJ practical
exam questions so as to help students
correct answers and speed up examination
of exam results.
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